
MODULE 2
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Sharing Wisdom 
with multiple Oracle card decks



WELCOME TO MODULE TWO  
(INFO & HOMEPLAY)
Here we are entering into a whole new relationship with new perspectives
offered to you by The Conscious Universe via engaging in conversation
through the Spirit of other oracle decks! You will find that you can have more
than one wise being on your team!

WHICH DECKS DO WE USE?

Only use my oracle decks for this course as I brought them to life and as a
result I feel that they all inherently know each other. I created all my decks
to work together with 2 exceptions both co-authored for a young adult
audience:

 The Oracle of E co-authored with Pam Grout and

 Wisdom of the House of Night co-authored with PC Cast.

If you have fallen in love with them you can use them but I wanted you to
know they are not in the same energetic alignment.

Think of it this way. Imagine you have 6 wise oracles on your Council that
are all there for the same service, chatting amongst themselves sharing their
perspectives on a particular issue. Then a straggler comes in, pulls up a chair
and starts interrupting your conversation, cracking jokes, or talking about 
something else that may or may not be relevant.
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I have seen this happen and so although I love all my oracle kids, these ones
don’t play the same way with others with consistency. BUT I will leave this
up to you.

The oracle card decks I suggest you use are:

 The Wisdom of Avalon
 Wisdom of the Hidden Realms
 The Enchanted Map
 Wisdom of the Oracle

These decks are available for you to try on my website colettebaronreid.com
in app form.

The Good Tarot, and Postcards From Spirit are also wonderful decks that
serve two distinct purposes.

The Good Tarot can be used as a second opinion oracle, asking “what else do
I need to know? “, or as another wise Oracle voice on your Oracle Council
but since it doesn’t exist on my website this will only work if you have the
hard copy of the deck.

Postcards from Spirit is meant to be chosen as one card only- once a day asking 
for a general message as if you are receiving mail from your guides, angels and 
loved ones in Heaven. For our purposes this deck is seen as an “extra”.
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In Personal Mastery you developed a trusting relationship with Wisdom
of the Oracle fondly referred to as WOTO. You asked questions about your
relationship to the Spirit of that oracle deck to better understand each other.
Now you’re invited to get to know the other decks.

The purpose of this week is to notice the difference between the decks, how
they feel to you, how they sound to you when they speak to you. If you look
at them as separate beings serving on the same team, whose purpose is to
facilitate your partnership with Spirit then you can invite them on your
“Oracle Council”.

Just like your friends all have different personalities so will these oracle decks.
You will vibe with some more than others but at the moment before allowing
the personality bias to occur, remaining as neutral as possible, get to know
them without judgment as you’re invited to sense their differences and their
connections within how they communicate messages to you.

Because each deck has a natural limitation built into its communication
structure thereby containing it, you are now opening up to a fuller spectrum
of information by using more than one.

Important!
Remember that this first section of the course is about introducing you to the
six main components essential for the entire 7 months to work. You are not
expected to know all this in one week. Each of the 6 modules introduces you
to the concepts we will be building on. So don’t stress about the amount of 
time... there is no shortage of it.

So why do we add more oracle card decks to the mix?

Having other decks to work with broadens your perspective and shows you
things another deck might have missed, or lacked the language to express
what you need to know with enough clarity.
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